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Mah Jongg Help Sheet 

 
Reminders 

 
� You cannot pick up a 

discarded tile to make a single 

or a pair (unless it is the last 

tile required to win Mah 

Jongg). 

 

� You cannot pick up a 

discarded tile for a concealed 

hand unless it is the final tile 

to win the Mah Jongg.  

If you pick up and display any 

part of a concealed hand, the 

hand is no longer concealed. If 

that happens before you can win, 

your only option is to find another 

sequence which uses that same 

exposed completion and is not 

shown with a C for concealed. 

 

� When discarding a tile, take 

your time to make sure that 

you cannot use it to claim a 

displayed Joker. 

 

� Once you have named the tile 

or touched the table with the 

tile, it is considered to be 

discarded. You cannot reclaim it. 

No exceptions! No player can pick 

up a discarded tile to claim a 

Joker. If you are discarding near 

the end of the game and know 

you cannot win, you may prefer 

to discard a Joker to stop others 

from winning. 

  

  

 

� Be careful when putting together sequences with dragons. If the dragons are shown in the same 

color as the rest of the sequence, they are all in the same suit. If the dragons are shown in a different 

color, then they must be a different suit. 

 

� When a player declares Mah Jongg and displays all the tiles, the sequence should be verified 

by all players to make certain that a mistake has not been made. Do not assume it is correct. 

 

� If the call for winning Mah Jongg was in error, the player is out of the game and the hand is 

“dead.” The game continues with the remaining players. 

  

� Any Jokers that were displayed prior to the hand being declared “dead” are available to be 

claimed by others. 

 

� Any Jokers displayed at the same time the Mah Jongg was announced in error are considered 

“dead” and cannot be claimed by others. 

 


